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Lever on Rose Furniture   Guide to Installation, Care & Maintenance 
 
Warning! 

 Do not fit to the door until any applied paint or varnish on the door has completely dried. 
 Do not use any cleaning substances containing solvents in the vicinity of the fitted lever furniture.   
 Protect the furniture or remove it from the door, if using any spray paint/cleaner in the vicinity. 
 Avoid any damage to the surface from careless use of keys and scratching from rings or other jewellery. 
 Ensure holes in face of door are drilled straight and square so the spindle sits level through the latch. 
 Always fit in accordance with these instructions to ensure secure fixing, and not invalidate the warranty. 

     
Unscrew the outer roses  Each rose has 5 holes plus   Each set will be supplied with 
 from each half   hole in neck of lever    1no  allen key 
          2no grub screws 
          1no split spindle 
          2no 2 or 3part male/female bolts 
          6no woodscrews 
All Tubular Latches and Bathroom Locks supplied by Ian Firth Hardware Ltd are suitable for bolt-thru male/female 
fixings, so these MUST be used to ensure secure fixing. 

 
 
Insert the spindle with the shallowed out groove in split spindle the same way as the hole on the 
underside of the neck of the lever. 
 
 
 
 

 

           
Insert male/female bolts  Insert woodscrews and  Insert grub screws in holes on underside of neck of  
and screw together from  drive home securely  lever and screw in using allen key provided. 
both sides, ensure tight fit 
 
Screw outer roses back onto inner roses to conceal the screw heads. 
 
All lever furniture supplied by Ian Firth Hardware Ltd is supplied with a 10 year mechanical warranty.  However if furniture begins to creak or squeak then the 
spring mechanism is starting to wear.  If this occurs we recommend the moving parts of the door furniture are lubricated using a silicone or non-silicone based 
lubricant, eg. ‘WD-40’ or ‘Tri-Flo’.  Wipe off any excess lubricant to avoid staining the surface finish of the hinges.  Check again all screws are present and secure, 
and the spindle is level as these points can add extra sprain which will manifest itself in squeaking. 
 
To clean the surface of the lever furniture do not use any cleaning product, such as household brass cleaner or polish.  Simply use warm soapy water applied with a 
soft cloth. 
 

Please note: Failure to fit the product as instructed and failure to clean as directed above could cause excessive wear, premature failure and invalidate any warranty. 


